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performance notes

NOTE: accidentals carry through each measure, though cautionary accidentals are occasionally utilized for ease of  reading

NOTE: if  possible, this piece should be performed with stage lights down (dark); in this case, performers should utilize
             small music stand lights in order to read the score

accidentals

µ

B

- quarter tone sharp

- quarter tone flat

- eighth tone sharp

- eighth tone flat

j
J K
k l
L

æææ

- molto vibrato

- non vibrato

- ordinary breath/air pressure

- moderately breathy timbre

- very breathy timbre; nearly a “pure” breath tone, but very thinly pitched

- whistle tone

- sung pitch (sing & play)

- flutter tongue

m.v.

n.v.

flute

)

œ

violoncello

m.v.

n.v.

s.p.

m.s.p.

s.t.

m.s.t.

- molto vibrato

- non vibrato

- sul ponticello

- molto sul ponticello

- sul tasto

- molto sul tasto

-  touch, but do not depress, string at indicated position (resultant
   sound should be vaguely-pitched and somewhat diffuse when NOT
   located on a harmonic node)

- overpressure bowing; a distorted but steady/continuous resultant
  sound is desired; to achieve such a timbre at quiet dynamic levels,
  utilization of  a slower bow speed may be an important factor

- underpressure bowing

O

i
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approximate duration: 10 minutes

we halved them because we could.  it turned out anything with four
legs could wobble along on two, anything with two could hop along
on one.  leopards.  horses.  kangaroos.  front, back, it didn’t matter.
mostly it was teenagers with their parents’ christmas knives
who did the cutting.  no one knew where the keepers came from,
but they favored covered wagons with billowing sheets tucked in at
the edges, puckering like a healing wound.  they tied scarves tightly
around their chins — men and women — as if  to hold the hemispheres
of  their own heads together.  at first they hid the hybrids from us.
their first, clumsiest attempts were the most marvelous — front os-
trich, back deer, wind ruffling through first feathers then fur.  and
the catgoat, all front, who patrolled the shop windows. . . when the
sun hit at a certain angle, the battle would begin — cat wanting to see
its cat reflection, goat wanting to see goat.

[“how we learned to hold hands” in modern life by matthea harvey]
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with billowing sheets tucked in at the edges,
puckering like a healing wound

for séverine ballon & élise roy

(1.) atrophy/. . .

i stepped inside and inhaled.  in addition to the salt, i could also catch the semen-y
odor of  chlorine.  it turned out i was standing next to a red bucked of  bleach.  then
i blinked, because i had not been prepared in the least for what i saw next.  there,
twenty feet away, within the blue-tiled borders of  the pool, were the very organs i’d
come to visit: the bloated, spongy butterflies of  lungs, the shy parentheses of  kidneys,
the lurid exclamation marks of  livers, the cheerful blimps of  stomachs, the loopy
daydreams of  intestines, the schools of  tiny pancreas, and dark, brooding spleens,
all drifting across the pool’s still surface like floaters along the back of  an eyeball,
all sleeping in their olympic-sized waterbed, dreaming.  there was no roof, but above
them, about twenty feet off  the surface of  the water, was a steamy sheet of  plastic
tarp, hung (it looked like) to keep the heat in, and maybe also to catch any stray
impurities.

your clean body fightened me
like sheets in a surgery ward
and your breath disappearing in my lungs
is like lilies dropped into a cesspool
in the dead of  winter

i stood there watching, and already i could feel the artificial fibers of  my shirt
gluing themselves to my back in the humid, warm air.  but strangely — as
opposed to my earlier, more futuristic expectations about the place — and as
unlikely as it seemed, the organs spread out there before me apparently were
thriving.

“all those earlier organs had been lonely,” emily said, “and in between leaving their old
bodies and finding a new one, they’d started to pine away, like people in a refugee camp.”

into earth; earth; earth in its trajectory
around the sun exists, earth on its journey
along the milky way, earth on its course with
its cargo of  jasmine, jasper, iron,
iron curtains, omens, jubilation, judas’s kiss
kissed right and left, and virgin anger in
the streets, jesus of  salt; with the shadow of  the
jacaranda over the river, with gyrfalcons, jet planes,
and january in the heart, with jacopo della quercia’s
well fonte gaia in siena and with july
heavy as a bomb, with domestic brains
heart defects, quaking grass and strawberries
the ironwood’s roots in the earthworn earth

then emily stopped for a minute, as if  she noticed something, and walked over to a wall
where a long-handled net with special foam padding was hanging.  putting a finger over
her lips to indicate i shouldn’t make a sound, she took the net and slowly maneuvered it
out toward the center of  the pool.  suddenly i noticed that one of  the spleens in the
middle seemed to be in trouble, and was sort of  vibrating.  she lowered her net to neatly
scoop it out of  the water, then in the same graceful motion swung it around to hover
above a blue plastic trash bucket.  “would you mind taking off  the lid?” she asked.  “i’m
afraid this little fellow isn’t going to make it.”

“it’s my job to skim off  sloughed cells, and pull out dead organs, but most important, i
brush up against the live ones as i swim, and sometimes i hum to them through the
mouthpiece of  my breathing apparatus.  what i’m trying to say here is that i stimulate
them however i can.  in any case, ever since i started working here, the patients’
survival rate has gone way up.”  suddenly she seemed self-conscious.

so defencelessly dissolved, gently ionized and
white, never the limit of  invisibility so nearly
touched; june, june, your jacob’s ladders,
your sleeping creatures and their dreams exist,
a drift of  galactic seed between
earth so earthly and sky so heavenly,
the vale of  tears so still, so still, and tears
sinking, sinking like groundwater back

and chrome yellow irises, or blue; oxygen
especially; ice floes of  polar seas also exist,
and polar bears, stamped like furs with their
identification numbers, condemned to their lives;
the kingfisher’s miniplunge into blue-frozen

the half-moon exists, half-silk, and the whole
heliocentric haze that has dreamed
these devoted brains, their luck, and human skin
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(2.) entropy/. . .

and it revolted me.  because it was a thing that, though you couldn’t understand what it
was made of, or perhaps precisely because you couldn’t understand, seemed different
from all the things in our life, our good things of  plastic, of  nylon, of  chrome-plated
steel, duco, synthetic resins, plexiglass, aluminum, vinyl, formica, zinc, asphalt, asbestos,
cement, the old things among which we were born and bred.  it was something
incompatible, extraneous.  i saw it approaching as if  it were going to slip between the
skyscrapers of  madison avenue, in that corridor of  night sky glowing with light from
above the jagged line of  the cornices; and it spread out, imposing on our familiar
landscape not only its light of  an unsuitable color, but also its volume, its weight, its
incongruous substantiality.  and then, all over the face of  the earth — the surfaces of
metal plating, iron armatures, rubber pavements, glass domes — over every part of  us
that was exposed, i felt a shudder pass.

the unwinding of  the superhighway brought us again face to face with the moon, and
that candle dripping had stretched still farther toward the earth, curling at its tip like a
mustache hair, and then, as its point of  attachment thinned to a peduncle, it had almost
the appearance of  a mushroom.

an atmosphere alive with electricity
my soul pawned for a nickel
yours slowly deserted by its ions
and growing smaller every day.

our eyes were staring above, magnetized by that sort of  polyp hanging over us.  because
now the moon’s drippings had become numerous, and they extended toward the earth

like slimy tentacles, and each of  them seemed about to start dripping in its
turn a matter composed of  gelatin and hair and mold and slaver.

everywhere, but your hideout comes no nearer
see the moon is too brightly lit and charles’s wain
is going back empty as it came; the dead want
to be carried, the sick want to be carried, the broken
pale soldiers looking like narcissus want to
be carried; you wander around in such a strangely
endless way; only when they die do you stop
in a kale patch no one has tended for several
centuries, follow the sound of  a dried-up
spring, somewhere in karelia maybe, and as
you think of  words like chromosomes and chimeras
and the aborted growth of  lychees, fruits of  love,
you peel off  some tree bark and eat it

but her words still couldn’t relieve my apprehension.  i saw the lunar
outcrops writhing in the sky with sinuous movements, as if  they were
trying to reach or enfold something: there was the city, below, where we
could see a glow of  light on the horizon with the jagged shadow of  the
skyline.  would it stop in time, the moon, as sibyl had said, before one of
its tentacles had succeeded in clutching the spire of  a skyscraper?  and
what if, sooner, one of  these stalactites that kept stretching and lengthen-
ing should break off, plunge down upon us?

waitressing in the room with a thousand moons
is difficult at best.  the moons desperately want to circle something,
so when a dish comes out, they dive-bomb it, bump into each other
and a dusting of  moon-rock falls into the food.  they know the plate
won’t be a planet.  we’ve been here for centuries and not once has a
planet come in.  i guess they do it just-in-case.  having lived most of
their lives too close to everything, their sense of  perspective is poor.
a plate of  dumplings can start to look like a solar system.  lately
the moons seem to be losing hope.  they’re just going through the
motions and their waning is way more convincing than their waxing.
they no longer swarm around each swirl of  steam.  a red smear
signals ketchup, not mars.  the food is not very good, but people
keep coming.  some come with nets to seive the sky for the tiniest
butterfly-sized moons.  security is good, though — no moon has ever
been smuggled out.  and most of  the diners look up the whole time,
which makes it easy to get their attention when we recite the specials.
we, the waitstaff, are waiting for the day when we come into
the restaurant and find the moons circling another moon.  below
them, we endlessly orbit the tables.  our leader has left us too.

turned toward the ticking haze;
never has the tilting of  the planet been so pleasant,
never the zinc-white nights so white

one remained stuck on the wire hedge, half  crushed under its weight,

spilling over on the ground and immediately mixing with it, and i began to 
see what it was, that is i began to assemble some sensations that would
allow me to form a visual image of  what i had before me, and then i
became aware of  other, smaller spots scattered all over the tile pavement:
something like a mud of  acid mucus which penetrated into the terrestrial
strata, or rather a kind of  vegetal parasite that absorbed everything it
touched, incorporating it into its own gluey pulp, or else like a serum in
which colonies of  whirling and ravenous micro-organisms were agglomer-
ated, or else a pancreas cut in pieces trying to join togetehr again, opening
like suckers the cells of  its cut edges, or else. . .

the satellites look like rusty metal cubes — some minimalist’s project gone
bad or boring.  with all their flying parts folded into themselves, it’s as if
they’ve gone back in time.  they’re baby birds with gummed eyelids, know-
ing nothing beyond the nest’s perimeter.  the soldier in charge pays the
phone bill each month but no one calls.  he keeps the satellites at the ready,
is sure that if  he flipped the switches on their underbellies, they would whir
and start up as if  they had just been shut down.  he has various strategies
to remind them of  flight.  when a tree hits a power line, announcing
storm!, he hops off  whatever barstool he’s sitting on and drives to the
facility, opens all the windows and doors and lets the wind and rain rip
through.  for a few years, he kept a canary there.  he has filmstrips of  sun-
sets and recordings of  space, one yellow spotlight, one white, and a tiny
model of  phoenix, az, which he places underneath the satellites one by one.
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